
visual components solidworks add-on supports the reuse 
of exisiting part and assembly file data for the development of 
lightweight simulation efficient visual component models. 
solidworks 3d cad data can be read directly and stripped of 
complex design details while maintaining accurate visual 
representation. 

soliworks add-on

uses solidworks api
 
read part and assembly files 

filter settings for automatic detail reduction

simulation efficient 3d models
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to present performance based realistic  

3d production and assembly layouts it 

is important to use simulation efficient models.  

heavy design details such as small holes, fillets, nuts, bolts and 

threads, when duplicated in factory layouts result in slow 

and hard to workwith models. the solidworks add-on is an 

effective tool to access your cad data through the solidworks 

application programmer interface (api) and automatically remove 

excessive design features.  

preprocessing unwanted cad design features in solidworks is always the best step 
towards building a library of lightweight models. in cases where this is not possible the 
solidworks add-on has filter settings to set the size of feature to be automaticaaly stripped 
from the model. when complete the simplified geometry is loaded into 3dcreate for 
preparation into a simulation based “visual component” model.

tools within 3dcreate also help clean-up any custom features not identified by the add-on. 
commands include “blockify”, “cylinderiZe”, “decimate geoset”, and “merge 
points” which can be combined into scripts to help with repetitive geometry clean-up 
tasks and further reduce the cad processing time.

features

lightweight models 
for fast simulations 
and small layout file 
siZes

filter settings 
control the removal 
of unwanted design 
features.

one step automatic 
geometry 
simplification scripts

requires 3dcreate 
and solidworks 
licenses to operate.

•

•

•

•

simulation efficient 
lightweight models

blockify, cylinderfy 
commands substitute a 
geometry set with a block 
or cylinder with little 
impact on appearance.

solidworks 
add-on

solidworks is a trademark of the 
solidworks corporation.

geometry reduction 
tools are used to cleanup, 
restructure and reduce 
geometry at the geometry 
set level

decimate geoset  
collapses complex 
features to a suitable 
display level base on a 
reduction percentage.

solidworks parts are 
accessed directly from 
the menubar using the 
familiar solidworks open 
dialog.


